THE FUNDAMENTALIST: ACTS 11:26

Intro: Characteristics of the non-fundamentalist. The non-fundamentalist

1. Ridicules The Sacred Book – Jer.36:21-26

2. Rejects The Sacrificial Blood - Jude Verse 11


THE FUNDAMENTALIST IS

1. A saved Person

The Salvation Of The Fundamentalist is Based On

   a. The Saviour’s Cross And Not On Some Conditional Emphasis. – Eph.2:8-9

   b. The Spirits Call And Not Some Church’s Efforts – Acts 8:26-39

   c. The Scripture’s Content And Not Some Charismatic Experience – James 1:18

2. A Separated Person

The Separation Of The Fundamentalist is

   a. Doctrinal In It’s Position – 1st. Tim. 6:3-5

   b. Distinctive In It’s Purpose - 2nd. John 1:9-11

   c. Disliked in It’s Popularity – Gal. 4:18

3. A Scriptural Person

The Fundamentalist Believes That


   b. Doctrine Is The Foundation Of Righteous Fellowship – Rom. 16:17-18

   c. Damnation Is The Fruit of Religious Falsehood – 2nd. Thess. 2:10-12